
JOIN THE GLOBAL 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 
PRISON PROGRAM

Our world-class faculty represents diverse backgrounds, providing 
leadership expertise and insight to equip men and women in their 
leadership skills to influence positive change.

The Global Leadership Network (GLN) is honored to invite prison 
facilities to leverage the Summit to change the culture of their 
prison and empower positive purpose in those who attend. 
Knowing 95% of incarcerated men and women are eventually 
released, this is an excellent opportunity to equip them with new 
skill sets and a sense of greater purpose for successful reentry.

POSITIVE OUTCOMES

– DAVE WIGGINS

Florida Dept. of Corrections Volunteer

“Bringing the GLS into the prison has shown  
the inmates that they are worthy of the  
investment being made in them.  

The lessons they learn are 
empowering them to  
behave more like leaders  
in the microcosm of prison culture in preparation  
for who they will be on the outside.” 

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOSTING THE SUMMIT!
GlobalLeadership.org/Prison



ON-SITE PERSONNEL
There are two support roles needed to make your event smooth.  
One person is needed to run point for the event and liaise with GLN 
prior to and on event days. The help of the facility’s IT team is also 
needed, as there are also websites that need to be cleared through  
the facility’s firewall.

INTERNET BANDWIDTH
To ensure your site has the necessary internet bandwidth to receive the 
live Summit Broadcast, please complete the below bandwidth test:

1. Visit speakeasy.net/speedtest

2. Click “Start Test”

The ideal bandwidth speed is 15Mbps and up. 

HOW THE GLN SUPPORTS YOUR PRISON HOST SITE
Your facility will have access to GLN staff for training and ongoing support  
in the lead up to, and during the event. As a first-time site, you will be 
carefully coached through the hosting process. You will also get access 
to our hosting guide—a website where you can access all the info and 
tools you need to host the event, gathered in one place.

YEAR-ROUND RESOURCES
You are invited to join us for a number of year-round leadership events 
in addition to the Summit. Also, gain access to 1,000s of leadership 
videos and articles to be used as year-round development tools.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT KYLEEMAE 
HROVAT: Kyleemae.Hrovat@globalleadership.org

ATTENDEE REVIEWS

– THOMAS

Milwaukee County House  
of Corrections

– JASON

Algoa Prison

“I have learned since 
being in prison and  
being a participant  
in the GLS:  

It’s what I do 
in the here 
and now 
that can 
make a  
difference in 
me. Today  
I choose to 
be a leader.”

“Thank you 
for the best two days 
of my life. I never felt 
more free or loved 
in all my forty-nine 
years of life.”

REQUISITES

24  
STATES 

100 
SITES

9,000+  
PARTICIPANTS


